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Introduction to Witchcraft: Thirteen Lessons in Operative Magic

Preliminary Logistics

Welcome to Introduction to Witchcraft: Thirteen Lessons in Operative Magic. This lesson is free to
everyone in the world. The class has no prerequisites except that you must be �uent in written and
spoken English. While the class is appropriate for all people, there may be occasional human
translation help needed if you live in a very di�erent world than where I live in Pittsburgh. The most
common translation problems are in �nding substitutions for locally available plants, or for southern
hemisphere astrology. I can help with those translations, but do not have enough familiarity in those
places to really teach their ways.

This class is intended as a sampler / introductory seminar, to help you �nd styles of magic that you like,
and which resonate for you. The skills you learn in this class will be transferable into almost any style
of magic you choose to learn after this. That is to say, it is my belief that this course provides a
complete introductory grammar in magic. Traditionally, a textbook of magical grammar is called a
grimoire. In fact, the word “grimoire” is just an old fashioned word for a “grammar-school textbook”
or  “gramaire”.

While you are free to move through the lessons in any method you like, and at any pace you choose, I
strongly recommend the following:

● Complete the lessons in order, beginning with lesson one and continuing through all thirteen.
● If you do all the exercises, the lessons should take about 10 hours each, and be spread over the

course of a month. You’re more than welcome to not do them, or to do only those that catch your
fancy. You can always come back and do them later. Of course, I recommend doing them all.
That’s why they’re there.

● Read the entire lesson before doing any of the exercises, except when speci�cally instructed not to.
Next, work through the lessons, one at a time, taking careful notes.

● Keep all your lessons together, in one digital folder or in a three ring binder. Take notes as you
read with your musings. I know you think you’ll remember, but you won’t. Keep your exercises,
and the notes on them, with the lessons they go with.

This is not a course in Wicca, nor Traditional Witchcraft, nor in any other organized religious practice.
This is a course in Witchcraft - practical magic that makes real changes in the real world. It provides a
structure for coming to understand the world around you, and how to use that knowledge to improve
your life and the lives of others. In every lesson, you’ll learn a new technique to expand your magical
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practice. Almost all the techniques are what I call “paradigm agnostic”, you don’t need to believe
anything in particular to make them work. For the most part, in fact, your belief or disbelief in them is
wholly irrelevant. However, your frame of mind is extremely important. In the �rst exercise below,
you’ll learn some simple methods for entering into the magical time, space, and consciousness. We’ll
expand on those techniques in lessons seven (Centering, Grounding, and Circles), eleven (Trance &
Journey), and thirteen (Channeling & Possession).

In every lesson, including this one, you’ll learn several spell “recipes”. More importantly, you’ll learn a
variety of techniques for designing your own spells for almost any purpose. The techniques “sca�old”
one upon the other. In this �rst lesson, we’ll be discussing very straightforward methods, but these
methods form the backbone of everything we’ll learn later. As you progress through the course, you’ll
be able to work more complex magic, applicable to complicated situations with multiple people and
“moving parts”. None of the spells in the course require any additional training except what’s in the
course, although if you have good mastery of a special talent, like mathematics, drawing, singing,
healing, energy work or such I’ll talk about how to make use of those magic-adjacent skills to further
empower your witchcraft. Additionally, every spell in the course can be done with ingredients you can
get without 10 miles of your house, for less than $10, although I’ll also talk about more “exotic”
ingredients and how to incorporate them if you have them. Because I live in Pittsburgh , everything I1

say about “the woods” or “the wilds” should be very easy to adapt to any temperate broadleaf or mixed
forest, especially if you too are in a river valley. If you live in a very di�erent bioregion (like the desert or
seashore), and you don’t know your wilds, you might need to talk to some locals to learn about your
own land.

Exercise Zero: Wander the Wild, collect some supplies
This is among the most important exercises in this course, and you should be doing it as often as you
can manage. This exercise takes about three hours, and is excellent to do with children, dogs, or other
company, but is also good by yourself. Get yourself a backpack, a trashbag, a full water bottle, an
empty water bottle, some snacks, a composition book (or fancy journal) and pencil or pen, several
plastic bags , a permanent marker, a pocket knife, and comfy shoes. Put your phone in your bag and2

turn the sound o�. Head into the wilds (it doesn’t have to be all that wild; if you can’t see or hear cars
from where you are, that counts!) Someplace you can regularly go (ideally once a week in nice weather
and once a month in less good) is better than someplace “more wild”. If you’re an outdoorsman, feel
free to wander far a�eld, but I do this in the park, and that’s more than su�cient.

2They don’t need to be new or all that clean. This is good for bags you wouldn’t want to put food in, but don’t need to
throw out yet.

1 In terms of bioregion, I live in the so-called “Western Allegheny Plateau”, but I live in the city, not way out in the woods,
so my “woods” are actually usually Frick Park.  If you’re local, I’d be happy to go wandering with you.
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Spend at least an hour wandering (don’t get lost). Gather things that seem cool, like feathers, sticks,
pretty rocks, dirt from special locations, pinecones, leaves, berries, mushrooms, or whatever else catches
your attention. (this is what the ziplocks are for; label them with the marker. I know you think you’ll
remember, but you won’t). If you �nd trash, pick it up to dispose of properly (this is what the
trashbag is for).

As you wander, begin to hum or sing a song about �nding the magic heart of the wild. This is a song
every human knows, but it might take you a while to �gure it out. It will sound di�erent every time
you sing it. Just hum, and keep humming, until it blossoms into a song. It might have words, or it
might not. If it has words, they’ll probably describe the things you are seeing, a sort of series of
landmarks that guide your way. Keep wandering until you �nd a magical place. Don’t stress about it,
just stop where it seems right.

Sit for at least half an hour (you might want to spread the trashbag and sit on it, if the ground is wet,
and list every thing you see. Do your best to identify species, but DO NOT look things up on your
phone. Stay in the moment. It’s ok to give things your own names, you can look up their proper
names later (for example, as a kid, I called sparrows “brown bush birds”). Sketch some pictures if you
want, but DO NOT take photos. When you’re done listing, pour out a little water, and leave a small
piece of your snack as an o�ering to the creatures (seen and unseen) you’ve shared this space with.

You can also do this exercise in urban environments, but it’s slightly more dangerous.

Lesson One: Candle, Color, and Petition Magic

Exercise One: Entering Magical Time, Space, and Consciousness
As you doubtless understand from fairy tales and other depictions, magic is often cast from a special
“frame of reference” that includes delineating a special “temple” built in both space and time . In3

�ction, this is usually depicted as a circle, which is drawn around the caster, and then unwound in the
other direction when the magic is over. That’s certainly one way to do it, and you’ll learn all about that
method in lesson seven (Centering, Grounding, and Circles). For now, we’ll learn only the simplest
kind of magical space and time, which is occupying the sacred center. More importantly, you’ll begin
to learn about the special states of consciousness used in magic. In these too, there is a variety. From
folklore, we know one of the most common is a very heavy drug trance (think of a Seer swaying above a

3 If you’re not sure what it means to build a temple in time, I recommend this classic article by the Jewish theologian
Abraham Heschel. https://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/shabbat-as-a-sanctuary-in-time/
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brazier of sacred smoke), or fully out of body astral travel (like a witch riding a broom to the magic
sabbat).  You’ll learn some methods like that in lesson ten (Trance and Journey).

For most people, the easiest trance state to learn for magic is the one we’ll be working with in this
lesson; an open-minded and experimental state of child-like wonder I call Make Believe. I strongly
encourage you to approach all these exercises in that frame of mind. Very little will block your ability
to do magic as powerfully as shame or embarrassment at the things you are doing. Play like a child. As
my partner, Simon Zealot, says: “We dance to grow stronger. We play to �nish the Work. That Game
is all that matters, disregard if you're a jerk.”

The goal of this exercise is to change your frame of mind so that you stand at the exact center of the
universe. Begin by getting up and moving around for a few minutes, so that you are fully present in
your body. The �rst few times you do it, this exercise is easiest to do standing. Whenever you feel fully
“aerated”, stand up as straight as you can, close your eyes, and take several deep breaths. Make a �st
with your right hand, and put it on your sternum, thumb side in. Put your left hand over it, palm
inward. Push hard. Say or sing an “ahhhhhhh” sound loud enough to feel it vibrate in your chest. Do
this several times, holding the sound as long as you can, until you are fully out of air.

Reach upward, as high as you can, with your palms facing up, and say or sing “eeeeeeeeeeeeee” in a
higher pitch. Feel it in your head. Do so several times, holding the sound as long as you can, until you
are fully out of air.

Sweep your hands down, palms down, until they are as low as you can get them while keeping your
back straight. Push your heels down into the ground; try to keep your weight o� your toes. Bend your
knees a little, but do not bend at the waist or lean forward. Say or sing “ohhhhhhhhhh” in a deep tone.
Feel it vibrate in your genitals. Do this several times, holding the sound as long as you can, until you
are fully out of air.

Reach your hands up, but when your arms reach their maximum extension, keep reaching with your
mind and spirit and everything you have. Reach up, up, up to the depths of space. Reach up, up, up
to the “edges” of the universe. And, when you have reached up as far as you can, vibrate “eeeeeeeee”
and yank down the energy you �nd there, bright, sparkling and scintillating like starlight. If you can’t
feel the energy, that’s ok.  Just pretend that you can.  Energy sensitivity grows with practice.

Continue pulling it down, down, down through the top of your head and down, down, down through
your chest and down into your genitals. It should “paint” your spine, through the center of your body,
leaving a trail of starlight. down through your legs and down, down, down into the center of the earth,
where you should �ing the energy as hard as you can. Now, reach down, down, down as far as you can
(keep your back straight) and vibrate “oooooooooooh” as deep and rumbly as you can.
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Grab some of the energy you �nd there, cool and calm and still as the deep dark sea. Pull it up, up, up
through the Earth, through your feet, up your legs, through your genitals, and up into your chest. It
should “paint” this energy through your lower body. Leave it in your core, where it mingles with the
starlight already there. Put your hands on your chest again, and push. Vibrate “ahhhhhhhhhhh”
there, and let the two mingle. Unless you already have a lot of experience with energy work (such as qi
gong, for example) this should feel like hard work. You should be tired. If it is easy, you’re doing it
wrong.

Next, repeat these steps up and down a few times, in di�erent orders. Try all the combinations.
However, the last one you do should be IAO (ΙΑΟ) (eeeee, ahhhh, ohhh; top, middle, down). Plant
yourself as �rmly into the ground as you can with that last one. All your weight on your heels, and
none on your toes. Now, reach out in the four directions: front and back, left and right. Just like you
did with up and down, push out and pull in, collecting yourself very �rmly at the center. There are no
�xed vocalizations for the directions, but you might try other vowel sounds until you �nd something
that feels right for you. Open your eyes, and be con�dent in the knowledge that you stand at the
omphalos, the sacred center of the universe, and that from this position, your will makes things happen.
To release, simply feel the energy you have gathered sink into your body and come to rest. You’re
actually always in this state; you just need to release your awareness of it.

DO NOT do this exercise more than twice in a row without taking a break to be “in the real world” for
at least half an hour. It is not healthy to try to live in this centered state. However, it is a good idea,
when you are new, to practice this exercise every day, if possible. Practice this exercise several times,
until you can do the whole thing in under 3 minutes, while still putting attention and e�ort into each
step, and keeping them all discrete. Eventually, you should be able to do it in 30 seconds or less, but
that takes practice. Try it sitting down, as well. Eventually, learn to do it without moving (so you can
do it stealthily in public).  But, as I mentioned, that takes time.

Color Theory for Magicians
In this lesson, we’ll be dealing with colors as magical powers. You can choose to understand them as
colors of energy, or as spirits of the colors, or “elemental” colors (which is usually how I’m thinking of
them) or in any other way that works for you. It doesn’t really matter. They are simply colors. If you
cannot see colors, I am sorry, this lesson might be less interesting for you than others; email me and I’ll
provide some personalized advice about it. We will work with lots of other kinds of magic throughout
the course, so it’s not too big a deal. Try to focus on the descriptions of the colors, and how they feel in
your body. Just like with the energies in Exercise One, it doesn’t actually matter if you can perceive
them with your senses; the colors are “real” whether you can see them or not. There is a common
misconception that magic relies on your belief in it. That is simply not true. Just like colors still exist,
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and are still accessible to color-blind (or fully blind) magicians, spirits and energy exist, and are
accessible, whether you can perceive them or not, whether you believe in them or not.

What follows is narrated by a 7 year old witch named So�a Solomon; she’s one of many teachers you’ll
meet as you move through the course. Each of them teaches magic from a di�erent frame of reference;
So�a teaches Make Believe. That’s how easy magic is; kids do it all the time. Do your best to put
yourself in a child-like state of mind while reading this. The child-mind trance is, for most people, the
easiest magical trance to obtain. This trance is called “Make Believe” because it is the trance where it is
easiest to make yourself believe things. In my opinion, this is the best framework from which to learn
color magic, and it is a good choice for most kinds of magic.

We’ll go back to a grown-up learning style once we make it through the whole spectrum. As we
progress through the thirteen lessons, we’ll try out a wide variety of magical styles, ranging from
“childlike delight” to “paleolithic shaman covered in red ochre and bear fat” to “pretentious wizard in
an ivory tower”. A good witch can work in any style, but everyone naturally gravitates toward some
over others. If childlike magic isn’t for you, that’s ok. We’ll do lots of other kinds. But, I urge you to
give it a try. It’s very powerful. Be sure to answer the questions and make believe the prescribed
imaginings as you go. It might help your play if you take the notes for this section using crayons or
markers. I encourage you to draw pictures to illustrate each color. Remember, NONE of this is a
metaphor, it is important to imagine each as carefully and in as much detail as you can, exactly as I’ve
written it. Feel free to experiment with your own additions, but do not make changes until you
understand why I’ve asked you to imagine what I did.
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Red Magic

Red is the first color in the rainbow. Red smells like chillies and tastes like

strawberries or apples or blood. Red is the color of blood, and also of valentine’s

day hearts. Red is the color that the center of the earth is, where it’s so hot that

rocks melt! It sometimes feels hot and angry like a volcano. Other times, it’s

exciting and fun like riding a bike very fast! Red magic is very strong; it works

hard to keep people safe. That’s why fire trucks and stop signs are red. Red magic

7
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fights for good and protects people, like a superhero or a knight. When I do red

magic, I imagine that I’m riding on a giant red dragon! She is breathing fire.

Can you imagine that you’re a knight, riding on the back of a red dragon?

What is on the banner your knight-form holds?

What’s your dragon’s name?

What sound do they make when they breathe fire?

Can you feel the heat rising up from their back?

Riding a dragon is what red magic feels like!

When you want to be strong, so that you can fight for good and protect people, use

fire breathing red magic!

Orange Magic

Orange comes next. Marigolds are a kind of flower that are orange. Did you know

that flowers are fancy costumes that plants wear so that bees will come visit

them? The bees carry messages from one plant to another, so flowers always want

a visit! Bumblebees have orange butts, and they know all the best stories. Orange

is a funny color, it’s the color of ideas and making new things! It feels warm like a

cozy blanket and it tastes like pumpkin or citrus or curry or carrots. Puzzles and

games are orange. Orange is the color of construction cones. “Construction” means

building new things. Making new things that didn’t exist before is an orange sort

of thing to do.

Orange magic is very fast, it goes buzzzzzoooooom like a flash! Orange magic

helps you think and move and learn. When I do orange magic, I like to pretend that

I am a fairy, dressed all in orange, riding on a bumblebee. I can fly fast, and I

know all the best stories.

Can you imagine riding on a bumblebee?

Does your bee have a name?

Their whole body buzzes while you ride them; can you can feel the orange magic

zzzzzzzz just below your belly button?

Try saying “Bumblebee Buzz Belly Button” as fast as you can!

When you want to make up a story, or when you want to go fast, and when you want

to learn things, use buzzy orange magic.

Yellow Magic

Yellow is the next color.  It’s the color of sunshine, and it makes people happy and

healthy!  Yellow feels warm like sunshine, and it tastes and smells like honey and

pears.  Did you know that flowers eat sunshine like people eat food?  They turn it
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into nectar, and the bees use that to make honey!    When I do yellow magic, I

imagine that I’m like a plant, and I eat sunshine too!  I feel it all warm, shining

down on me from the sun, and eat it, so it’s in my tummy, where it still shines!

Outside in the sun, close your eyes, and put your face up to the sun with your

mouth open.

Imagine that you’re a sunflower, tall and straight, and reaching up to the sun to

drink.

What is your sunflower name?  What is your bee name?

Feel the warmth of the sunshine.  Taste it.  It tastes like honey and sunflower

seeds and butter and egg yolks.

Feel it radiate  down your throat, and into your tummy, making you happy and

healthy.

Feel the warmth of your life-force, glowing like the sun, in the exact center of

your body.

That’s what yellow magic feels like!

When you are sad, or sick, or tired, you can use yellow magic to help make you feel

better.  If you practice eating sunshine, like a sunflower, you’ll learn how to shine,

and then you can help other people be happy and healthy too!

Green Magic

Green is the next color. Green is the color of gardens. Gardens are beautiful and

full of plants and insects and birds and Life! If you had a garden, what would you

want to grow in it?

Everything works together to make the garden beautiful; the plants and trees, and

the birds and bees, and the rabbits and me! Green smells like plants and feels like

love. How do you feel about your favorite people? Do you feel the tug in your

heart? That’s what green feels like!

One of my favorite green plants is clover. Clovers have three green leaves with

white splotches that make a triangle. Some clovers have four leaves that make a

square. Four-leaf clovers are especially lucky. Clovers grow in big patches, with

lots of little plants all connected to each other. Together a patch of clover is very

strong. You can even walk on it, and it won’t get hurt at all! Each clover is

connected to the other ones, but they’re all different! Next time you see clovers,

look hard until you find a four leafed one that makes a square.

9
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When I do green magic, I like to pretend that I’m a clover plant. I feel my leaves

all big and green, soaking up sunshine. I feel my roots that go down into the

ground, and connect to other clovers. I feel love in my heart for all my clover

friends. When you want to make new friends, or you want people to like you,

remember what it’s like to be a clover and feel green love in your heart. When you

want to be lucky, try being a four leaf clover!

Blue Magic

Blue is the next color. Blue is the color that the sky is. Blue feels very calm, and

very big and powerful, like the sky. Blue feels like soft wind, and it smells like rain.

My faery godmother says that Sofia, the Wisdom Goddess who has my name, wears

a blue cloak, because she’s a Queen of the Sky. When I do blue magic, I imagine

that I’m a Queen of the Sky, flying through the air like Superman. I am wearing a

big blue cape, and it flutters around in the wind. I hold my back very straight, and

my head up high.  I streeeeeeetch my neck up, up, up.

What sound do you think the Queen of the Sky sings?

Hum along with her.

Can you feel it hum in your throat?

That’s blue magic!

Blue magic is good for helping you be nice to people, even when you’re angry. It’s

also good for helping you be calm when you are worried or scared. Blue magic can

also help you go to sleep and have good dreams. Whenever you need blue magic,

remember what it was like to be a Queen of the Sky.

Indigo Magic

Indigo is the next color in the rainbow, which is a secret color that not everyone

knows the name of, even though they can see it. Indigo is dark blue, like the sky at

twilight, or the ocean, or a thunderstorm, or very dark blue jeans. Indigo feels like

waiting and it smells like fruit. It tastes like blueberries or blue corn. Indigo is

the color that time would be, if time were a thing that had a color. Indigo is the

taste of water. Indigo is the sensation of being immersed in natural living water,

like the ocean or the rain.  (The ocean tends green in some locations)

When I do indigo magic, I imagine that I’m a wizard, in a long indigo robe, with a

pointy indigo hat.  I have a staff, and there is an owl on my shoulder.

Can you imagine being a wizard?

What kind of bird is on your shoulder?

What’s their name?

10
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Do you feel the hat, tight around your forehead, and going up to a point above your

head?

That’s what indigo magic feels like!

Indigo magic is a little bit of a secret, but I’ll teach you how to learn it. Just like

the color indigo, it’s all around you, even if not everyone knows about it. When

you’re in bed, almost asleep, imagine the dark blue indigo sky above you. Imagine

that you’re a space wizard, wearing a pointy hat, floating up into the sky. Practice

that when you’re falling asleep, and soon enough you’ll have a dream where you learn

indigo magic!

Violet Magic

The last color is violet. Violet is my favorite color, except for all the other colors,

which are also my favorites! Violet feels like wisdom, and it tastes like violet

flowers. Violet is the color of the dream world, where anything is possible. Violet

is what color imagination would be if imagination were a single color. Violet magic is

what lets you do all the other kinds. Violet magic will help you learn from fairies

and other friendly spirits.

When I do violet magic, I like to pretend that I am an angel or a fairy, wearing a

long violet robe, with shimmering violet, rainbow, iridescent wings.

I am very very tall, and I have big shiny white wings, and there is violet-colored

light shining down onto the top of my head.

Can you imagine what it’s like to be a violet angel?

Can you feel the light on the top of your head?

Do you have a special angel name?

Sometimes, everyone makes mistakes or does bad things. I feel bad after I do

something bad, because I want to be good. Do you want to be good too? Use

violet magic to help you know what is the right thing to do, and to help you be good,

just remember what it felt like to be a violet fairy-angel, with light shining into

your head.

Exercise Two: Make Believe
For each of the colors, So�a has taught you a make believe. Practice imagining each one until you have
made yourself believe it. Make sure you know what you see, what you hear, what you smell, what you
taste, and what you feel. For example, for red, you should be seeing a red dragon. You should be
hearing the roar of its �re breath. You should smell chiles. You should taste strawberries. You should
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feel the dragon you are riding, the heat and motion between your legs. You should know who you are
in the imagining, and who anyone else (including plant-people and animal-people) is in the imagining
by both name and description.

Practice imagining this with all your senses. Know what it is like to be in this situation. Act it out like
a child playing make believe. Describe it to yourself until it blossoms into sensory awareness. When
you have properly imagined it, you should feel yourself �lled with the color, beginning to radiate it like
an aura. Practice each make believe until you can make yourself believe it at will. Some colors will
come more easily than others; make note of which ones were easier for you and which ones were
harder. Once you have successfully felt each color, you may develop your own imaginings to prompt
them, if you prefer. The goal is to be able to summon forth each color almost instantaneously, but you
don’t need to be that fast to continue the lesson. You’ll get faster and better with time.

Exercise Three: The Lesser Ritual of the Rainbow Star
After she discusses the individual colors, So�a teaches her readers a “spell”, although it’s really more of
a prayer or a magical exercise than a proper spell. That is to say, it’s not really operative magic, because
it doesn’t have a clear goal. It’s an excellent preface to more practical spell work, and is good in
combination with the centering from Exercise One. Please remember that this spell is designed to be
performed by children, or adults in a childlike state of consciousness, which (as I mentioned above) is
usually the easiest magical trance for people to obtain.

Now that you know all the colors, I can teach you the magic rainbow star spell.

Here’s how it works: First, draw a seven pointed star. Draw the very best star you

can. Next, color the points in with the seven colors, starting with red at the top,

and continuing along the star in whichever direction you drew it.

After you have a good picture, put it on top of your head. Say all the color names

in order.  Then, say this rhyme:

Roy G. Biv, Roy G. Biv:

Seven pointed rainbow star,

All the colors that there are,

Even the ones that are in between,
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Even the ones that remain unseen,

All the colors of the light,

Come to me, shining bright!

Seven pointed rainbow star,

I’m the magic that you are!”

While you say the rhyme (you might need to say it more than once), imagine all

seven colors inside you at the same time. Feel them balancing out, so that you are

a glowing rainbow pillar, with red at the bottom and violet at the top.

Sofia is leaving us now, but we’ll learn more from her in later lessons. I encourage you to make
believe your child self and her are playing together, and ask her questions to learn from her more. If
you draw a picture of her, I would love to see it!

The table below summarizes So�a’s teaching, and adds some other details, which we’ll discuss further
in later lessons, particularly lesson �ve, on planetary magic, which is closely related, but not identical
to, color magic.

13
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RED ORANGE YELLOW GREEN BLUE INDIGO VIOLET

Person Part Will Intellect Spirit Emotion Order Intuition Conscience

Action Wanting Thinking Doing Feeling Creating Knowing Being

Body Part Genitals
Feet

Womb Solar Plexus Heart Throat Forehead Crown of
the Head

Magical
Goals

Conflict,
Sex, Verve

Communi-
cation,Trave
l

Healing,
Wholeness

Love,
Friendship

Status,
Wealth

Insight,
Foresight

Boundaries
Wisdom

Ally Dragon Bee Sunflower Clover Queen of
Heaven

Wizard Angel

Scents/Tast
es

Hot
Pepper,
Strawberry

Nutmeg,
cloves,
allspice

Saffron,
turmeric,
honey

Cut grass,
green
herbs

Blueberries,
frankincense

Milk,
violets

Licorice,
salt

Coins Nickles Dimes Gold dollars Pennies Eagle-back
quarters

half-dollars Foriegn
coins

Planet Mars Mercury Sun Venus Jupiter Moon Saturn

Weekday Tuesday Wednesday Sunday Friday Thursday Monday Saturday

Metal(s) Iron,
Steel

Mercury,
Aluminum

Gold,
Brass

Copper Tin Silver Lead

Angel Gabriel4 Raphael Michael Aniel Zadkiel Auriel Zafkiel

Weakness Oppress-
ion

Ignorance Hunger Loneliness Poverty Insecurity Pain

Mastery Mercy Humility Harmony Complete-
ness

Kingship Egolessness Wisdom

Virtue Patience Bravery Temperance Nobility Magna-
nimity

Benevolence Experience

Vice Wrath Cockiness Waste Rapacity Greed Envy Laziness

4 Many people would disagree with this, and make Gabriel, whose name means “power of god” or “will of god” or “man of
god”, as the angel of the violet ray.  I think they’re wrong, for a variety of reasons I’m happy to explain if you like.
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White & Black
In addition to the seven colors we learned above, you’ve actually dealt with two other colors already,
although you might not have thought of them as colors. Remember the scintillating star energy you
pulled down from above in exercise one? That’s White. It can be used for puri�cation, peace, truth, or
for drawing in energy from above. In a pinch, you can usually substitute white for any other color.
Similarly, the energy we drew up from below, deep and cool and refreshing, is Black. It can be used for
banishing, binding, protection, absorption, and enforcing boundaries. They are also used in some
kinds of male�ca (cursing and such).   You can also often substitute black energy for most other colors.

Candle Spells for any Purpose
Soon, we’ll be casting our �rst spell together. But �rst, we need to talk about appropriate goals for
magic. Like in anything, as you get better, you’ll be able to break most of the rules, because you’ll have
a better intuition about what will and won’t work. But, for these �rst few lessons, I strongly
recommend that each spell have only a single, clearly worded goal. Goals should be measurable; that is
to say, you should be able to evaluate whether or not they worked. So, for example “Make me rich.” is a
bad goal. It’s too vague; what does “rich” mean? Compared to people starving in the third world,
you’re probably already rich. It has no deadline; if you’re poor for the next 40 years, but win the
lottery and die of a heart attack at age 80, technically this spell still worked. “By New Years Day 2020,
have at least $10,000 in savings.” is a good goal. It’s clear. It has a deadline. It may or may not be
reasonable, depending on your personal circumstances. Perhaps you already have far more than that
(good for you!). Perhaps you are $100,000 in debt, and are currently unemployed. In both cases, this
would be a bad goal, because it isn’t a believable extension of the current circumstances.

As a general rule of thumb, beginner magical goals should be things that, when they come true, will
seem improbable enough that people ask how you did it, but not so impossible that people cannot
possibly believe it. Magic can work miracles. Your �rst spell, which will take about 20 minutes to
perform, almost certainly won’t. As we move through the course, you’ll learn to do bigger and more
complicated magic that is more appropriate for addressing big, complicated situations. For now, think
about things in your life that could use a little nudge. In everything that follows, I’ll be using the
example of a spell to help a friend named Matt get a job for which he already has an interview
scheduled. This same method can be applied to much more complex situations, but for now, try to
stick with something simple.
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There are, in broad terms, four stages of spellcraft:
1) Understand the current situation, and in what ways you want it to change.
2) Make a “recipe” to �t the situation.
3) Cast the magic.
4) Analyse results, and improve your recipe for next time.

The most important stage of spellcraft, and the step where most people go wrong, is not in the
execution of the spell, but rather the �rst one. People dive into magic without actually �guring out
what the magic is supposed to do. So, let’s talk a little bit about step one: Understand the current
situation.

Step One: Understand the current situation.

Carefully examine the situation from your current point of view. Write at least a full paragraph, in
complete sentences, describing the situation you would like to witch. If you are having trouble
explaining the situation, it can help to ask yourself the following questions. You may wish to do (or
purchase) some divination (such as a tarot reading) to help you answer all these questions. I �nd that
most situations take about an hour of investigation.

● Who is involved?
● Where is the situation physically located in space and time?
● How do you feel about the situation, emotionally?
● How do others feel about it? Here is a list of emotions to help.
● How is this situation operating? What is sustaining it?
● How will the current pattern play out over time if uninterrupted?
● Why is this situation happening? What was the original cause?
● Who bene�ts from the current situation? What forces in the world work to keep this status

quo?

Next, write a full page description of the situation as you would like it to be. Ask yourself all the same
questions you asked before. It's ok if you don't know all the answers. Be as speci�c as you can about the
situation, but try to avoid describing the path from here to there. Be sure to think about who and
what, other than you, would bene�t from the situation being as you wish it. Who looses when you
win? Be sure to think about the timing; when do you want these changes to happen? Be speci�c. The
longer you can wait, the easier it will (probably) be, but �x a deadline. As a rule of thumb, most
beginner spells should be showing some kind of results in a month or less, and be fully manifest in
three months or less. If your deadline is more than a month away, consider cleaving o� some
shorter-term goals.  Here are some questions to ask yourself:
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● Can I describe the desired change in a single sentence?
● What similar changes have I been able to make in the past?
● Can I break this problem into several smaller, more manageable problems?
● What is a simpler version of this problem which I already know how to solve?
● Who do I know who has solved this problem before? Ask them how they did it.
● Start with the goal and work backwards; what does it look like as it unfolds?

Single Color Candle Spell Recipe

You can use the following simple “recipe” to cast a spell for almost any purpose. After the spell, we’ll
deconstruct it, so you can learn how it works, and I’ll show several methods by which it can be “leveled
up”. However, I think all that theory will make more sense after you’ve done it at least once, so let’s
jump right in.

Step One: Choose a Goal, and Pick a Color
In this example, our goal is “Matt gets the job in the next two weeks.” Decide on your own goal. Like
the example, it should be clear, concise, speci�c, measurable, and bounded in time. Next, you need to
choose what color you think would most bene�t the situation you are enchanting. That can be tricky .5

For example, to get Matt the job, we could use green to make the interviewer like him. We could use
yellow, to help him feel con�dent, so he does well in the interview. We could use blue, on the theory
that, at the end of the day, what Matt really wants from that job is money, and if it comes some other
way, that’s probably ok too. In fact, as we’ll discuss later in this lesson, it’s often best to do several small
spells, each centered around a di�erent color, all working together. At other times, you’ll want to use
several colors all together in the same spell. We’ll discuss both of these options later, but those are all
built out of the basic structure of this one-color spell.

In this example, I think orange is the best choice. Orange is communication magic; it’s the magic of
merchants, mathematicians, translators, teachers, thieves, and anyone else who survives by their wits.
Since an interview is, at root, about communication, orange is often a good choice for job interviews.
This is speci�cally a job doing orange type things, so I think it is especially good here. Additionally,
orange magic is fast, which would be a help for this. So, I’ve decided that the operative power for this
particular spell will be orange.

5 In fact, as we’ll discuss later in this lesson, it’s sometimes better to work with multiple colors at once, or to do multiple
spells of di�erent colors.  However, for our �rst spell, we’ll just pick one.
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Gather The Following:
● About half an hour of undisturbed time on each of two di�erent days. You can also perform

the spell straight through with just a short break in the middle.
● A candle of the appropriate color. You can use white if you don’t have a candle the right color.

The candle will need to remain burning. If you feel safe allowing them to burn in a place
where they will not be tampered with or knocked over, I recommend seven-day jar candles,
which can be bought in a variety of colors in any Latin grocery store, and many other places,
for about $1 each. If your living situation (such as pets or kids) makes burning such candles ill
advised, you can use a small tea light, which usually burn for 1-3 hours, or even a birthday
candle. If you cannot burn a candle at all (for example, in a dorm room or prison cell), that’s
also ok. Most spells can be worked with no material components at all, but doing so will make
the spell much more di�cult, because it's only path into and out of the physical world will be
through your body. If you routinely �nd yourself having to do entirely internal/mental magic,
you should start working to develop your internal energy reserves, doing something like tai chi,
qi gong, or traditional yoga. Running magical power through your body without developing
your internal energy body is not healthy; it will leave you depleted and can eventually make you
sick. We’ll discuss this in much greater detail in lesson **energy work**. For now, use a candle
unless you absolutely can’t.

● A pen and paper. If you have a piece of paper appropriate to your goal (such as a printed out
job ad, in our example), that is even better. Appropriately colored ink and/or paper are nice,
but they don’t really make a big di�erence. We’ll talk a little more about special inks in
December’s lesson. Before beginning the spell, write a petition describing what you want.
Make it beautiful, both in the language and in the craftsmanship. If you feel called to do so,
decorate it. Address it to “Bene�cent spirits of the color ______” or “Blessed Ones of the
_____ Ray” or “Powers of _______” or such

○ In the example, the petition says:
“Bene�cent spirits of the color Orange, you are beautiful as the glow of sunset, and as
refreshing as a creamsicle. You are the power of the tiger and the heat of the �ame.
Awaken within me, and spill your warmth upon me, and upon Matt’s quest to get a
job. Make his tongue clever and his mind quick. Let him be well favored by all who
hear him speak. Let him be hired! Let him succeed! Let him become the teacher he
wants to be!”

● A glass of water A special pretty cup you only use for magic is nice to have, but any container is
�ne.

● Olive or other oil For extra potency, scent the oil in a way that resonates with the color you’re
working with. For example, I added some pumpkin pie spice to mine. In the next lesson
“Sympathetic Magic and Magical Materia”, we’ll talk more about choosing appropriate scents.
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What to Do:
● Arrange your space so that the candle is the main point of focus, with the water and oil

�anking it. Enter magic time, space, and consciousness as you've practiced in Exercise One, or
by any other method you know.

● Perform So�a’s Rainbow Star or any other conjuration of the seven rays.
● Imagine the conjuring So�a taught you for the color until you feel the color glowing inside of

you. In the case of our example, that imagining is of yourself as a fairy or other spirit clad all in
orange riding on a bumble bee. Feel the orange glow growing inside you, just below your belly
button.  Maintain the imagining throughout what follows.

● Imagine the colored glow spreading throughout your body, and pouring out of your hands.
● Anoint the candle with the oil, beginning in the middle of the candle, and working your way

out to both ends. While you do this, speak to the candle, telling it what you want. Read your
petition out loud. Feel the color �owing out of your hands and into the candle. This process
is called “dressing” a candle. You’ll learn some ways to “level up” the practice below, but this is
the basic method.

● When you have poured as much of the color into the candle as you can, and you are feeling too
tired to continue, thank the candle, and put it back between the water and the oil. Make a
seven pointed star over it to seal in the energy you have dressed it with.

● Exit magical space, time, and consciousness. Stand up and move around. Take a break,
however long you like. Drink some water. Eat some food. Take a nap. If you are not tired,
you’ve done it wrong .   Do it over.6

● There’s no need to do the two phases of conjuration on the same day. The candle will retain its
charge for several weeks, at least.  Whenever you’re ready, begin phase two.

● Enter into magical space, time, and consciousness.
● Perform the Rainbow Star (or any other invocation of the Seven Rays).
● Light the candle.
● Assume the make believe imagining of the relevant color.
● Read your petition out loud several times, in your very best magician voice. You may �nd

yourself slipping into song, or glossolalia.  Those are excellent signs.  You’re doing it right!
● Place the still-lit candle on top of the petition. In a candle holder is �ne.
● As the candle burns, allow the power in it to permeate into the petition, and from there into

the situation you are enchanting. Imagine the situation being bathed in colored light, and
everything working out the way you want it to. In our example, I imagine Matt succeeding in
the interview, being o�ered the job, and �nally being happy and successful doing the job. If

6 This is targeted at beginners. Once you’re accustomed to magical work, you’ll be able to do signi�cantly more before
tiring.  However, if you don’t feel like you have less energy than when you started, you did it wrong. Start over.
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you are using a long-acting candle, exit magical time, space, and consciousness whenever you
are ready to do so. Each time you pass the candle, greet it, and thank it for working on your
behalf. If you are using a short-action candle, try to maintain your trance and make believe
until the candle is out.

● Once the spell is done, don’t obsess about it. It’s ok to keep thinking about the situation. In
fact, you may want to separately enchant on many fronts. However, there’s no need to analyze
the spellcasting until the deadline for e�ects is up. Doing so too much can interfere with the
spell by continually dragging its motive force back to you, and away from the situation.

How to Level Up This Spell

There are a variety of ways to improve this spell. They break into several classes. The �rst, and the one
where I think you will see the most “bang for your buck” is including material links to the situation
you are enchanting. Material links are physical objects which are related to the situation. For people,
material links include body parts (like hair, blood, or etc) or items which have been worn or handled
for a long time. For places, the most common material links are pebbles, dirt, brick dust, or other
material from the location. For corporations or other organizations, you should link to both the
relevant people and locations and also to the overarching spirit, or egregore, of the corporation.
Branded giveaways are good ways to do this, as are business cards and marketing materials. Magnets are
especially nice, as they can be used to attract whatever you like. These material links will help the magic
make its way from you and the candle to the situation you are enchanting along an easier and more
e�cient path.  We will extensively discuss material links in lesson four, on Symbols

Another way to level up is to add symbolic links. These are things like names, photos, birthdays,
logos, and other identifying information about the people, places, or situations you are trying to
enchant. Symbolic links are not quite as e�ective as material links, but they’re much easier to come by.
In the age of the internet, if you can’t �nd symbolic links to a person or situation, you’re probably not
trying hard enough. We will extensively discuss symbolic links in lesson four.

Another way to add some oomph to your magic is to include magical materials, like plants, metals,
incenses, and such. We’ll learn a lot more about magical materia in the next lesson (Sympathetic Magic
and Magical Materia), but materia related to the colors are particularly easy. You don’t have to be a
learned witch to make some guesses about what kind of materials are, for example, yellow: sa�ron,
turmeric, honey, marigolds, sun�owers, brass, gold, yellow stones, frankincense, and etc. Make your
own list, or refer to the table of the colors on pages 9 & 10. We will extensively discuss magical materia
in lesson two.
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Casting from a place of power can make a signi�cant di�erence in your spells. There are, broadly
speaking, three kinds of places of power: those related to your situation, those which resonate with the
color of magic you are casting, and those places which simply hum with power, such as temples, dance
clubs, and places of great natural beauty. In our example, good choices would be the location of the
job, as well as anywhere on campus because they are directly related to the situation. Crossroads
(associated with travel), markets, and libraries, all of which resonate with the purposes of orange magic,
would also be good choices. Other places are simply good for all kinds of magic. Some are obvious
from the geography or history of the location: mountaintops, river con�uences, and cemeteries, for
example. You’ll need to experiment and talk to local witch elders and other experienced magicians to
�nd others. Here in Pittsburgh, some well-known examples are the Point, the Grandview overlooks,
the labyrinth at the Waterfront, the Spring Hill spring, Carrie Furnace, St. Anthony’s Cathedral, the
Temple Sinai hidden garden, the Temple Rodeph Sholom Bible Garden, the Allegheny Cemetery cave,
Bandi Shaum plateau, and many others. The easiest place to learn about places of power local to you is
another magician who lives near you. We’ll learn extensive techniques for locating and getting to know
them in Advanced Topics in Witchcraft: Courting Spirit Allies

Witching at an opportune moment is another way to add power to spellcasting. There are two kinds
of magical timing. The �rst is choosing times especially appropriate to your speci�c situation. For
example, in the example of helping Matt get a job, it would be especially powerful to cast the spell
during the interview. This is one reason why it’s advisable to enchant the candles in advance, and to
use long-acting candles, since sometimes these “magic moments” are very short, or inconvenient. The
other type of timing is astrological: choosing a time based on the positions of celestial bodies in the sky.
Astrological timing is complicated, but we’ll discuss it further in lesson �ve, on planetary magic. For
now, here are some simple things to try: Cast spells designed to increase something when the moon is
waxing (growing), and those designed to decrease something when the moon is waning (getting
smaller). Cast on the appropriate day of the week (see the table). Cast spells that target external
actions and situations during the day, and those related to internal emotions and thoughts by night.
The best place to learn about magical timing is from an astrologer. We’ll discuss it in lessons �ve and
six, on the planets, much more extensively in Advanced Topics in Witchcraft: Courting Spirit Allies.

Almost any special skill you have mastered can be leveraged to improve the e�cacy of a spell.
Throughout the course of these lessons, you’ll learn many, many ways to do so, and (more
importantly), you’ll learn how to safely and e�ectively experiment to �nd your own.

Color Theory for Magicians

Once you’ve mastered working with one color at a time, you can begin to work with them in
combination. If you don’t remember how to mix primary colors to get secondary colors, or what
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things like “complementary colors” are, you should go google “basic color theory” and relearn it before
proceeding. It is important, when working with multiple colors of magic at once, that you keep them
separate; once they begin to blend together, your magic will get messy and muddy, and lose a lot of
power.

Combining Colors
Just like when we learned the individual colors, we reminded ourselves that, far from there being only
seven colors, when we call ALL the colors, we mean “Even the ones that are in between, Even the ones
that remain unseen,” that is also true about combining colors. Here, I am talking about using both
colors at once, but keeping them separate. I am NOT talking about “mixing” magical colors the way
you mix paints, which I generally do not recommend to beginners. However, you can work with any
single color, and every color can be made by mixing colors you know. I obviously can’t talk about every
possible combination.  However, here are some basic ones to get you started:

Red & Blue magics, when worked together, are excellent for protection, politics, and work to support
the status quo. Think of Superman. In general, by combining two out of three of a triad of colors, you
get a very material manifestation of the third. So, in this case, Red & Blue together call a material
manifestation of yellow/sunny energy .7

Red & Green magics, when worked together, are an excellent combination for fertility, vitality, familial
love, and luxurious growth. Think of Christmas, or apple trees, or the Red Devil of the Wood. This is
typical of complementary colors, that what they produce is almost explosively growing. This
combination can be so quick-growing it’s invasive. Use it with caution.

Red & Orange is the athlete’s combination. It is excellent for healing, or anytime you need to produce
spectacular results from your body.

Red & Yellow magics, when worked together, are powerful and �rey. They are excellent for burning
away things you don’t want.

Purple & Yellow magics, when worked together, are excellent for insight, clarity, and psychism.
Imagine the sun king wearing an imperial purple robe, or the lavender moon glowing gold through
clouds.

Green & Purple magics, when worked together, are great for sex, intoxication, artistic inspiration,
criminality, and trickery.  Think about the muses, or grapes on the vine, or comic book supervillans.

Green & Indigo Magics, worked together are excellent for trauma healing and forming or repairing

7 If you do not understand why Superman is a solar spirit, read “All Star Superman” by Grant Morrison (who is a banging
mage).
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deep intimate connections. This is also an excellent combination for ancestor work, which we’ll
discuss extensively in Intermediate Topics in Witchcraft: Working With the Dead.

Blue & Green magics, when worked together, are good for strengthening a marriage, blessing a garden,
or calming the mind.

Black & White magics, when worked together, are good for reversing and dispelling other magic, such
as in curse breaking.

When working with multiple colors in the candle spell we learned, charge each candle individually, and
then activate them in the same spell.
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The Greater Ritual of the Rainbow Star

● Begin by entering magical time, space, and consciousness by any method.
● Perform the Lesser Ritual of the Rainbow Star.
● Focus on the star atop your head. Imagine it growing until it surrounds you, and slowly

spinning, clockwise (ie, going from left to right across your forehead, and right to left behind
your head).

● Slowly allow it to descend your body, while still spinning, like a hula hoop. You may �nd a
physical motion (like hula hooping or belly dancing) helps.

● As the spinning star descends feel all the energy in your body turn to scintillating white. You
should be radiating brilliance like a star.

● When you get to your feet, allow the star to reverse, now spinning widdershins, and ascending
your body. As this happens, feel the star splitting the white energy into a rainbow spectrum,
like a prism. Each point of the star is like a lens that shoots out a highly focused laser beam of
the particular color, but the whole color wheel is glowing around you. “Seven pointed rainbow
star, all the colors that there are, even the ones in between, even the ones that remain unseen” This
radiance is a powerful energetic blast which is excellent for rebalancing the energy of an
unpleasant space.

● Bring the Star up to your forehead. In this position, the lasers can be turned on and o�, so that
you emit a single color at a time, or several colors together, �ashing but not mixing. This can
be used preparatory to any other kind of color work.

● When you are done, return the seven pointed rainbow star to the top of your head, and allow
the energy to sink back into you. Remove the paper from the top of your head. (Eventually,
after you’re good at this, the paper will not be necessary, but it will make it easier to learn)
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